The Wisdom
of Your Clown
A surprisingly deep and
funnily effective way
to explore and develop
your personal leadership

a 3 hours workshop
offering a safe and
fun learning space,
an invitation to step
into a magical
world and meet
your clown
facilitated by

Why ?
The clown is an expert in navigating
complex systems and can help us to
develop our communication, collaboration
and leadership skills:
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to be in the present – to be attentive – to
listen – to be able to accept and work with
whatever is happening in the moment – to
allow ourselves to be vulnerable – to be in
contact with our emotions – to drop our
masks – to weave healthy emotional
bonds – to be in connection with others to observe without judgments – to go
beyond 'right' and 'wrong' – to allow
ourselves to make mistakes – to face
obstacles and find unexpected solutions –
to play with the roles we got stuck in – to
allow fluidity in collaboration

Stien Michiels
& Lisou De Henau
Stien Michiels is an experienced
practitioner of the Art of Participatory
Leadership and has been working as an
external consultant in EU Institutions since
2010. She is also a writer and a storyteller,
a theatre maker and a musician. Her
clown, who goes by the mysterious name
of Guh-Ug, invites everyone – including
herself – to bravely face what seems to be
ugly, and joyfully transform it into beauty.
www.stienmichiels.be
Lisou De Henau is an actrice who has
been working on projects in a variety of
theatre companies and contexts for
almost 20 years, for all kinds of audiences:
youth, adults, associations and
institutions. She also facilitates theatre
workshops for children, teenagers and
adults since 1998. Her friendly, somewhat
erratic clown, Lily, has the amazing
capacity to listen, connect and find a
playful way out of any situation.

